Responses of primary and secondary endings of isolated mammalian muscle spindles to sinusoidal length changes.
1. Responses of primary and secondary endings of isolated cat spindles to sinusoidal length changes have been recorded before and after block of impulse activity by tetrodotoxin. 2. Primary endings may discharge with each cycle of sinusoidal stretch at 25-50 Hz, with stretch amplitudes applied to the spindle poles as small as 1 micron. Thresholds are higher at lower frequencies. 3. In primary endings, amplitude of the receptor potential varies with frequency and magnitude of sinusoidal stretch. At a given stretch amplitude, the receptor-potential response increases markedly between 1 and 10 Hz. At a fixed frequency, for example, at Hz, the response to graded amplitude of sinusoidal stretch is highly nonlinear, sensitivity decreasing with large amplitudes. 4. Secondary endings show a much higher threshold than primary endings to sinusoidal stretch. Thus, at 25 Hz, secondary endings required stretch amplitudes of 50-100 micron to evoke discharge. Relatively large amplitudes of stretch were also required to evoked detectable receptor potentials. Over the range studied, the receptor potential varied more linearly with stretch amplitude in secondary than in primary endings.